
Gagne's 9 Instructional Events and 8 Cognitive Learning Processes

Robert Gagne took a behaviorist approach to learning – the nine instructional events are intended to 
help train students in a response – performance – after the instruction has completed.

His 9 instructional events grew from a behaviorist model of learning, and were designed to enhance 
these 8 cognitive processes in learning events.

Outcome  s  : 
• Learn the nine instructional events
• Learn the 8 cognitive learning processes related to the instructional events

Nine events:
1.  Gain attention

Demonstration
Question
Stimulus Change

2.  Inform learner of Objectives
They may be obvious – like practicing at golf
If unsure whether the learner is aware, be explicit
Use learner-centered language – express goals in a way the learner understands
Answer “How will I know when I have learned?”

3.  Stimulate recall of prerequisite learned capabilities
Much new learning is combining
Previous knowledge must be highly available to learners at the time of learning to be part of the 

learning event
Use a recognition or recall question

4.  Present the stimulus material
Use physical features (bold, underline, pictures) to aid in selective perception
Requires a variety of examples (especially for concepts and rules)
Retention and transfer are enhanced by presenting in multiple modes (written, verbal, pictures) 

– this is supported by current theories in e-Learning as well 
(Clark, R. E. and Richard Mayer)

5.  Provide Learning Guidance
Presenting communications that stimulate thought toward combining subordinate concepts
Don't tell, ask
Amount of guidance varies with the kind of capability being learned (facts are simply told, 

complex concepts discovered through guidance for more permanent learning)
Guidance can be applied to learner difference
Enhances semantic encoding

6.  Elicit Performance
Performance demonstrates successful combining of prerequisite capabilities with new 

capabilities
First performance task is often the same stimulus material learners have seen
Subsequent tasks use new examples, aiding transfer

7.  Provide Feedback
The learning event isn't concluded with successful performance
At minimum, there should be feedback concerning the degree of correctness of performance
Can take any form – written, verbal, non-verbal



The function – information regarding performance – is more important than content
8.  Assess Performance

Eliciting appropriate performance is an assessment
Informal and formal are equally valid
Reliability and validity are always concerns in assessments
Reliability – enhanced through repetition
Validity is determined by 2 decisions:

1. Does the performance reflect the objective?
2. Is the observation free of distortion?

9.  Enhance Retention and Transfer
Course planning should include systematic reviews at spaced intervals
Examples following learning are relatively ineffective
A variety of new tasks can assure transfer of learning

Gagné related these instructional events   to and derived them from     stages of internal processing   
in the learner: 

1.  Registration of sensory events
2.  Temporary storage of stimulus in short-term memory
3.  A rehearsal process to lengthen the period of short-term storage
4.  Semantic encoding for long-term storage
5.  Search and retrieval to recall previously learned material
6.  Response organization producing a performance appropriate to what has been learned
7.  Reinforcement as a result of feedback
8.  Executive control processes that enable the learner to use cognitive strategies that influence other 
learning processes.

Is this model too t  eacher-centered?     
• It focuses on instruction rather than on directly addressing student needs, or following 

something like a constructivist model, but does leave room for differentiation.

Lends itself more to direct,   teacher-led   instruction.    
• The model is adaptive at most events – specifically, at event 5, where direct interaction with the 

learner supports semantic encoding and long-term storage.

• More difficult to implement in e-Learning, but models like scenario-based e-Learning might 
still be able to implement many of Gagne's events, including differences in learner capability, 
by using branching scenario paths and multiple ways to achieve the scenario goal.  Providing 
feedback and allowing the learner to progress through the scenario again allows for immediate 
building on learned capability and would employ a less-linear approach to Gagne's events.

• Some structured courses (like those presented through an LMS – like Canvas) can make 
successful use of this model, and may benefit from Gagne's highly structured approach because 
the LMS itself aligns with more structured presentations.
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